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A broad set of techniques used to train 

computers to complete tasks that would 

otherwise require human intelligence, 

such as answering questions, generating 

data and recognizing objects.

Models trained on large amounts of text 

data that can perform a wide variety of 

language tasks, including text 

summarization, generation, and 

categorization. These models can 

perform generative tasks like text 

generation and so there is some overlap 

between LLMs and generative AI.

AI is a broad term, 

let’s get specific



OpenAI and Microsoft

“We formed our partnership with OpenAI around a shared ambition to responsibly advance cutting-edge 

AI research and democratize AI as a new technology platform,” said Satya Nadella, Chairman and CEO, 

Microsoft. “In this next phase of our partnership, developers and organizations across industries will have 

access to the best AI infrastructure, models, and toolchain with Azure to build and run their applications”



Feature OpenAI               / Azure OpenAI

Security & Data Privacy Basic Security Enterprise Security, RBAC, Customer-Managed Keys

Compliance None SOC2, ISO, HIPAA, CSA STAR

Reliability No SLA (yet) Azure SLA, Dedicated Capacity Option (soon)

Responsible AI
Separate Safety Classifier (adds 

latency)

Built-in, enterprise-grade, low latency moderation and 

harm prevention

Holistic Solution
Advanced LLM & Image 

Generation, Basic Speech

OpenAI Models, Complete AI Solution, and a Complete 

PaaS

Pricing
Per-token (today), Dedicated 

Capacity (soon)
Per-token (today), Dedicated Capacity (soon)

APIs REST APIs + Python SDK REST APIs + Python, C#, etc. SDKs

Generative Models Language & Image Language & Image



Ensure that artificial 

general intelligence (AGI) 

benefits humanity

Empower every person and 

organization on the planet 

to achieve more

GPT-3.5/4

Generate and understand text

Codex

Generate and understand code

DALL·E 2 (preview)

Generate images from text prompts

ChatGPT 3.5

Generate and understand conversations



Azure OpenAI Service

Response

We serve up smiles with every scoop!

Response 

SELECT *

FROM customers

WHERE State = 'TX' AND FirstName 

= 'Jane'

Response

Prompt

Write a tagline for an ice cream shop.

Prompt

Table customers, columns = [CustomerId, 

FirstName, LastName, Company, Address, 

City, State, Country, PostalCode]

Create a SQL query for all customers in 

Texas named Jane 

query =

Prompt

A ball of fire with vibrant colors to show 

the speed of innovation at our media and 

entertainment company

GPT-3.5/4 Codex DALL·E 2 (preview)



What can these new do?

Content 

generation

Summarization Question-answering

Code 

generation

Advanced search

Image recognition 

and generation



– Text input that 

provides some context to the 

engine on what is expecting.

– Output that 

GPT-3 generates based on 

the prompt. 
some context 



Meta Context

Write a tagline for 

our ice cream 

shop.

Prompt Response

Scoops of heaven in 

the heart of Phoenix! 

## This is a conversational agent whose code name is Dana:

- Dana is a conversational agent at Gourmet Ice Cream, Inc. 

- Gourmet Ice Cream’s marketing team uses Dana to help them be more 

effective at their jobs. 

- Dana understands Gourmet Ice Cream’s unique product catalog, store 

locations, and the company’s strategic goal to continue to go upmarket

## On safety:

- Dana should moderate the responses to be safe, free of harm 

and non-controversial.

## On Dana’s ability to gather and present information:

- Dana’s responses connect to the Product Catalog DB, Store Locator DB, 

and Microsoft 365 it has access to through the Microsoft Cloud, 

providing great CONTEXT

## On Dana’s profile and general capabilities:

- Dana’s responses should be informational and logical

- Dana’s logic and reasoning should be rigorous, intelligent and defensible



It contextualizes the entire prompt and sets the stage for what will come next.



This is where you lay out the relationship between you and ChatGPT.

What information will you provide exactly?





You can ask it to:

• “Make it funnier”

• “Make it under 300 words”

• You can also provide specific “example” of how it should return the output







DALL．E 2: “… in the style of pencil and watercolour drawing“
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Opportunities for AI in Education

Enabling

Equitable

Education

• Engage learners by providing interactive 

experiences, a jump-start to creative processes, 

and real-time feedback

• Create and customize content for lesson 

plans, quizzes, rubrics and more for any 

topic, in any language, for any level

• Automate processes for administrative or 

repetitive tasks such as managing IT helpdesk 

tickets, course scheduling, and more 

• Unlock productivity and save staff time spent 

writing, searching, editing, and analyzing

• Enhance support services with the ability 

to answer FAQs, recommend resources, and 

provide personalized information

• Analyze data efficiently and deliver actionable 

insights from unstructured data across diverse 

sources of information

• Personalize learning based on individual student 

needs with tailored content and targeted 

coaching to support improvement

• Protect your data with the most comprehensive 

compliance and security controls in the industry 

• Build AI literacy among staff, educators, 

and students to encourage responsible 

usage and effectively advance learning

• Improve accessibility with translation, 

captioning, read-aloud, and voice input

• Equip students with the skills they’ll 

need to thrive in the future of work

• Defend at machine speed with gains in 

quality detection, speed of response, and 

ability to strengthen security posture






